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Abstract
Protein structure information is not sufficient to predict biological functionality. Among different approach of
analysis, protein contact networks provide a previliged point of view through the recognition of proteins as complex
networks: the invariant of the networks are related to different properties of protein molecules.
Folding dynamics and allosteric binding find new and detailed description within this framework, pointing at this
methodology as one of the most promising in the perspective of big data analysis of whole proteomes.

Introduction
Biological activity relies on the protein structure-function tight
relation, which intervenes in any regulatory processes based on protein
components [1]. The detailed information of protein structure is, thus,
the starting point to analyze its biological activity.
Even though the number of protein structures recorded into
devoted repositories (such as PDB) increases exponentially on a yearly
basis, the bridge connecting structure and function still lacks, and
protein scientists now focus more and more on the interpretation of
the protein structures in terms of their activity [2].
Sequence homology allows to describe the protein sequencestructure-function relation with a previsional purpose [3-5]. This
methodology relies on the axioma that structure and function are
striclty related, but it fails on non-crystalline protein structures with
a biological activity: natively unfolded proteins work and fold upon
binding recognition, so that only their complexes can be resolved, at
least in part [6]. On the other hand, misfolded proteins share exactly
the same sequence with their correctly folded counterparts, but their
biological activity is drammatically different [7].
With the introduction of methods able to catch the non-crystalline
protein (NMR [8], SAXS [9]), the picture has been enlarged, including
also misfolded structures in the game. Also functional proteins appear
more loosely connected to a given, rigid conformation, acting more
effectively upon their structural flexibility [10].
In this framework, it is mandatory to find methods able to identify
the structure features in a more general way. Protein structures act as
complex systems, since intramolecular interactions act in a nonlinear,
cooperative fashion: to correctly model them, we need a simplified
description to reduce the information up to a given level, to let common
properties of protein structures emerge [11].
In the last years, many researches have called attention on the role
of structure topology in protein folding [12] and binding [13,14]: the
idea that the geometrical topology is able to describe almost completely
the biological functions of proteins is intriguing, since topology has
deep rooths in organic chemistry, so that the identification of bonds
between atoms is sufficient to derive all molecular properties, without
any further information (such as the electronic clouds wave functions,
for instance).
We recently reviewed a topology-based approach for the
quantitative analysis of three-dimensional protein structures, based on
the reduction of information of all atoms position into a contact map,
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reporting esclusively the intramolecular bonds between residues close
to each other within a given range [15].
The choice of the bond length range describes a class of bonds: for
instance, in our works [16], we decided to cut off bondw outside the
range 4-8 Å, excluding both the stronger (covalent bonds) and looser
(scarcely significant noncovalent bond). The idea underlying is that
only some noncovalent bonds between residues partecipate into the
protein dynamics at the basis of the folding and binding processes.
Further, when we analyzed the range contact, we found that the
chemico-physical affinity (hydrophobicity) directs long-range bonds
whereas short-range contacts form on the basis of residues proximity
along sequence [17].
This geometric networks provide useful insight into the folding
dynamics [18]: contact order, describing the proneness of nodes to link
with residues far in sequence (long-range contacts) drives the folding
process, addressing to the contact range as the main determinant of the
folding dynamics [19].
The methodology found application altogether in determining and
characterizing allosteric hot spots [20,21]: the allosteric mechanism
is at the molecular basis of biological regulation, but there is still no
agreement on the link between allosterism and conformational change.
In this perspect, the network approach shifted the focus from the
conformational change to the modification of topological role upon
binding [22-24]: nodes in active sites of allosteric binding proteins
change abruptly their topological role upon binding, with respect to
active site residues in non-allosteric proteins, which save their role
(Figure 1).
The allosterism is altogether strictly linked to the modularity
of protein structures: protein domain identification and prediction
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Figure 1: Protein topology and modularitys

represents a pillar of functional structural biology, assigning to
each residue a definite role in the protein structure and activity. We
developed an unbiased method to identify structural modules on
the sole basis of intramolecular interactions network: it succeeds in
singling out structural modules satisfactorily matching with protein
domains and regions with a biological activity [25].
Figure 1- Protein topology and modularity: the topological role of
residues in allosteric proteins is assigned according to their connectivity
role in modules (case of recoverin [26]): A) the protein structure is
translated into a network by singling out non-covalent intramolecular
interactions; B) according to the network connectivity, the structure
is decomposed into modules and residues are characterized by the
partecipation coefficient P, quantifying their ability to communicate
between different modules (for more details, [25]); C) P values for apo
and olo forms significantly change, revealing a loss of propensity of
active site residues to establish connections between modules.
These results drive to a further application, the prediction of
mutation lethality on the basis of topological role of mutating residues:
evidences on pathological and physiological mutated forms of
hemoglobin highlighted the efficiency of the method to identify singlepoint mutations with a lethal fate [27].
This methodology is quite young but has already lead to significant
results: this approach is endowed by a chemically natural paradigm,
the topology of molecular structures, allowing a strong reduction of
information against its ability to reveal global properties of the protein
structures, on a systems biology perspective [28].
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